
Quickie

Opening to 
Love

5 Days To Blast Through

The Heart Armour And

Become Irresistible. 
WITH LOVE,
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1. Write down the names of your boyfriends, lovers and any 

intimate partners in a row across a sheet of paper.  

2. Underneath the names write down all the qualities in that 

person that didn't work for you. 

3. Pick one word that succinctly describes those qualities.

And when we know that a person is not 

right for us, why do we still attract them 

time and time again?

Day #1
Intimacy Inventory

WHY DO WE ATTRACT WHO WE DO?

Exercise
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RELEASE LETTER  

 

It's time to release ourselves from the Victim contract. 

Print out or reproduce the release letter attached. 

 

Follow my directions in today's live lesson.

The Victim archetype is deeply ingrained in 

all of us. The stories or contracts we create 

to keep us in Victim are responsible for the 

energetic armour around your heart. This 

creates your suffering.

Day #2
Letting  Go

WHY DO WE HOLD ONTO THE STORIES 

THAT KEEP US IN PAIN AND LONELINESS?

Exercise
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I, ___________________________, hereby grant you , my Higher Self, my Soul, my 

Super-Conscious Mind, my DNA, my cellular memory and all parts of myself that might 

want to hold onto unforgiveness for whatever reason, permission to release all of the 

misunderstandings, unfounded beliefs, misinterpretations, and misguided emotions, 

wherever they may reside, whether in my body, my unconscious mind, my DNA, my 

conscious mind, my subconscious mind, my unconscious mind, my chakras, and even my 

Soul, and I ask all those who want the best for me to assist in this releasing process. 

 

I, ____________________________, thank you, my Soul, for creating the 

experiences that created the unforgiveness, and I realize that on some level they have 

all been my teachers and have offered opportunities for me to learn and grow. I 

accept the experiences without judgment and do hereby release them to the 

nothingness from which they came. 

 

I, ___________________________, do hereby forgive __________________. 

 

I release him/her to his/her highest good and set him/her free. I bless him/her for 

having been willing to be my teacher.  I sever all unhealthy attachments to this person 

and send him/her unconditional love and support. 

 

I, ___________________________, do hereby forgive myself, accept myself just the 

way I am, and love myself unconditionally just the way I am, in all my power and 

magnificence. 

 

I, ____________________________, do hereby release myself to my highest good 

and claim for myself freedom, fulfillment of my dreams, wishes and goals, clarity, love, 

full expression, creativity, health and prosperity. 

 

Signed_____________________ Dated________________________

Release Letter
Dear Higher SElf

Reproduced with permission from Radical Forgiveness by Colin Tipping
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Determine your attachment style and which attachment style you 

are most likely to attract by listening to today’s lesson. 

You develop your attachment style as a result of your core beliefs. Even though this 

may evolve over time, your core beliefs will dictate how you attach from relationship 

to relationship. You can be one of 3 Attachment Styles, according to the work done 

by Amir Levine and Rachel Heller in their book ATTACHED: The New Science of Adult 

Attachment and How It Can Help You Find—and Keep—Love 

Day #3
Attachment

HOW WE ATTACHED IS A BY PRODUCT OF 

THE STORY WE HAVE ABOUT OURSELVES.

Anxious, Avoidant, secure 
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Watch today's video to learn the most 

important chakras for your love life.

We have layers of energy that surround our beings that can hold on to thought 

bubbles which are formed from our core beliefs. You can attract with these 

thought bubbles or repel. We review all the internal body 7 chakras to 

understand how the health of these energy centre’s reflects your endocrine 

system and why the health of each chakra is important to your love life. 

 

 I refer to the masculine and feminine as male and female for simplicity. 

Although we have each aspect within us all the time, my reference to male 

and female is not meant to indicate an absoluteness about the masculine and 

feminine. 

We are constantly flowing between them throughout our lives.  

Day #4
Your Attraction Energy

YOUR CHAKRAS ARE METAPHYSICAL 

CENTRES OF OUR ENERGETIC HEALTH
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The truth is that is only a small part of the world of Tantra teachings. And today 

we are going to explore a small part of sahojoli training. Sahajoli is part of the 

secret training of the ancient temple dancers - Devadasi system (now abolished 

and shamed for being temple prostitutes). 

 

• Sahaj, meaning “spontaneous”; oli, meaning “to cast up”  

 

Techniques were developed to amplify sexual energy and also to reabsorb this 

energy back into the body - rather than discharging it. 

 

Why is this important? Because it allows women to control their ability to 

orgasm, and control how often and how long she wants to orgasm. This is the 

ultimate control of your sexual power. 

 

This is about relearning how to receive pleasure and stimulation in a way that 

will allow for heightened, mind-blowing pleasure.  

 

  

Day #5
Tantra of Love

TANTRA MEDITATION IS MORE THAN JUST 

SEXUAL TECHNIQUES
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Next Steps 
#1

Continue to explore these exercises and become super 

clear and powerful with how you want to be in this life.

#2

#3

Join the My Life Crush Facebook group and get daily 

support and guidance. Stay connected to your community.

Share this. Spread the love and send this guide to a friend 

in need.  
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